Why a CIM Reference Model?
Its Potential Uses and Benefits
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The first step in the development of a statement
of plant needs is a comprehensive list of long range
plant goals (i.e., such as a five year plan). The goals
to be stated here are truly generic for any production plant regardless of the industry involved. In
view of this fact it is the thesis of the CIM Reference
Model Committee that such a set of generic goals
can best be satisfied by a Computer Integrated
Manufacturing (CIM) System for the plant whose
requirements are similarly generic in nature. Further, these requirements and the nature of the CIM
system can be defined by a reference model which
would thus be applicable to any industry or any
plant in that industry. This report will specify
such a model.
The principal goal is to achieve a lower cost of
operations or a higher process throughput for the
plant through the application of process control
and information systems technologies. The millwide or plant-wide system will be the basis for the
plant’s Computer Integrated Manufacturing system.
In the process industries, the term “CIM” is not
used as often as the phrase “Plant-wide Control.”
The meaning is the same: the interconnection of
information and control systems throughout a
plant in order to fully integrate the coordination

and control of operations. Since process plants in
the paper, steel, sugar and textile industries are
known as “mills”, these industries refer to “Millwide Control.” In this model, the term “Plantwide Control” will be used generically to mean
both plants and mills.
Improved human operator productivity will be
realized through the implementation of individual workstations which provide the tools for
decision-making as well as information that is
timely, accurate and comprehensible.
Timeliness of data will be assured through the
interconnection of all workstations and information processing facilities with a high-speed, plantwide local area network, and a global relational
database.
The human resource aspect is a major factor in
introducing new technology. The plant-wide control and information system will utilize and support the cultural resources of the organization as
it moves to adapt to changing business conditions.
As new automation system technology is introduced, standard network interfaces will be
specified to permit its integration with the plantwide system (thus avoiding islands of automation).
The broad goal is to improve the overall process
and business operations by obtaining the benefits
that will come from a completely integrated plant
information system. The continual growth of the
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linkage of the process operations data with product
line, project and business systems data will be
supported. The system will make such data readily
available, interactively in real-time, to any
employee with a need to know, at workstations
scattered throughout the plant and, above all, easy
to use. The resulting comprehensive plant information management system will be the key to
long-range improvements to: process control;
product line management; plant management;
and, support of business strategies.
OBJECTIVES OF THE PLANT
INFORMATION AND CONTROL
SYSTEM
In order to support the broad objectives of the
plant, a more specific set of objectives is needed
for the various technology systems projected to
meet the long-range needs of the plant. These
include database management systems, communications networks, process control, process
optimization, process improvement and decision
support systems. They are further defined in the
following paragraphs [79].
Database Management Systems should be global
in nature and must interconnect, interrelate and
integrate all department and area databases of the
plant, including corporate, business, research and
marketing strategies as well as plant operations
and production control. The following supporting goals must be included:
1. Industry standard relational database structures and systems must be employed to permit easy integration;
2. Ease of access through a user-friendly, ad hoc
query language must be supported to permit
timely analysis of plant operations problems;
3. Integrity of temporal data must be maintained via high-speed network access rather
than large-scale collection and copying;
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program or person to multiple databases as
the system grows.
Communication Networks must provide plantwide information exchanges with appropriate interactive work stations and permit ready access to
plant information by all users of data, The following supporting goals must be included:
1. Connectivity and interoperability between
systems of different vendors must be
provided for adaptability and ease of expansion;
2. Integrity and security of data in transmission
and access to databases must be assured for
reliable plant operation;
3. Delay or latency in transmission must be
minimized with highest economic speed for
timely analysis and decisions;
4. Inter-network bridges, routers and gateways
must be supplied where needed to provide
connectivity; and,
5. Voice, data and video image transmission
must be integrated where needed to provide
consistency of information.
Process control must make computer-automated
control available in all areas on all processes. In
addition, the technology must expand the scope
of conventional control to include the following
supporting goals:
1. Minimize the manual entry and recording of
all measurements and operational decisions
to minimize errors and expedite data acquisition;
2. Simplify the conducting of economic and
operational studies to permit quick analysis
of unusual operating conditions;

4. Security of the data must be maintained
while providing access to all users with a
need; and,

3. Increase the process and system engineer’s
productivity through readily accessible, effident and comprehensive analysis and design
tools;

5. Support of plant-wide informationgathering
for formulation of management decisions
with simultaneous access of a single user

4. Increase the scope and interactive access to
history data to permit thorough analysis of
process and operational problems; and
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5. Expedite the process of system expansion
and growth.

playing and documenting data. Included in this
group are the following:

Process optimization must permit the expansion
of efforts in simulation, optimization and scheduling of process operations, including the following
supporting goals:

1. A broad and flexible database management
system for comprehensive versa tile problem
analysis;

1. Support of execution of process analysis and
modelling tools from all levels to extend their
use throughout the plant;
2. Support of effective management of
materials with timely and comprehensive
real-time inventory, demand and supply
data;

2. A user-friendly, multiple access, database
query method or language to permit rapid
access to plant-wide data;
3. All-purpose report generators, capable of
combining text, graphics, data tables, calculations and formatting to permit effective
presentations of process conditions and
problems;

3. Provide for dynamic acquisition of energy
and material balance information to support
the optimization of their utilization and
reduction of overall costs;

4. Structured data analysis (spread sheets) to
afford extensive extrapolations of plant data
to determine plant operating conditions;

Support access to process modelling systems
from throughout the mill to permit more
thorough analysis; and,

operational and demand characteristics
(trends); and,

4.

5. Expand total processing power available
throughout the mill.
Process improvement must make use of the available plant-wide information to modify the overall
process so as to reduce the unusable products
(rejects) which are produced. Included in this
group are the following supporting goals:
1. Provide for collection of product-related data
from all plant processes to permit a thorough
control of product quality;
2. Support the application of statistical analysis
techniques and tools to determine overall
quality trends of processes and units;
3. Provide for the implementation of control
feedback mechanisms to cause the automatic
modification of process operations to improve the quality of the product; and,

c Statistical analysis packages to determine
-.

6. Support for long-range decision making with
market and business simulation systems.
The CIM Reference Model should convert the
above listed goals of the operation of the manufacturing plant into a set of functional tasks and a
related architecture to carry them out in order to
accomplish those stated goals for a particular
plant.
THE CIM REFERENCE MODEL
A ref&zr~ce model is a previously agreed-upon or
*standard* definitive document or conceptual representation of a system. The reference model
defines requirements common to all implementations but is independent of the specific requirements of any particular implementation.

4. Provide for reporting of the results of process
quality analysis and improvement to the
areas or levels of management affected.

The CIM Reference Model is thus a reference for
computer integrated manufacturing. It is a
detailed collection of the generic information
management and automatic control tasks and
their necessary functional requirements for the
manufacturing plant.

Decision support tools must be provided to assist
people in accessing, manipulating, analyzing, dis-

The CIM Reference Model should be descriptive
rather than prescriptive. Figure l-l diagrams the
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